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Oil:  principles matter more than analysis . . . eventually. 
  

At Outlook we often talk about looking at “the whole picture” of something, rather than focusing on some 
corner which is mesmerizing the market crowd at the moment, because it’s bright as the sun or dark as 
midnight.  It’s one of our Golden Rules of investing—but there is also a limit to it . . . of which we were 
reminded by a recent Goldman Sachs study of Chinese oil demand.  And when we arrive at that limit to 
“studying the whole picture” we find ourselves facing another Golden Rule:  “Principles Matter More than 
Analysis,” eventually. 
  
We’re interested in the Goldman Sachs study, of course, because Outlook has made an emphatic long-
term investment in strong oil companies.  Among the many worries weighing down the oil market lately 
has been the “Trade War” effect on China’s demand for oil.  Nobody knows exactly what that effect has 
been . . . but everybody (among Wall Street’s sophisticated oil analysts) is doing their level best to figure 
it out.  So along came Goldman Sachs, last week, with a 22-page report on Chinese oil demand.  There 
were dozens of graphs (none easily understood) and one table with 50 lines and 15 columns, filled with 
tiny numbers representing Goldman’s estimates of every possible kind of oil usage in China, from gasoline 
to fuel oil and many other “distillates.”  There were Goldman’s analysts, saying “We’ve introduced more 
sophisticated satellite tracking of China’s oil storage facilities,” (which presumably have big dials on their 
roofs, saying “Full,” “3/4 Full,” “Empty!” and so on.)  There were regression charts of China’s National 
Bureau of Statistics oil consumption estimates versus monthly Chinese refinery production figures.  We 
get the idea.  
  
We do not sneer at this kind of exercise or the people doing it.  As Outlook has remarked a few times, 
Wall Street has a great many hard-working, smart, experienced people—all looking for an edge when it 
comes to their corners of the investment world.  We pay attention to what they do . . . but we also know 
the limits to what they’re able to do.  We know especially that regardless of the fondest wishes of the 
physicists and mathematicians who dominate academic economics—and the fondest wishes of the 
business economists and forecasters who work on Wall Street—economics is a “social science,” which 
means it’s not a science at all.  In economics, the more variables and details a forecaster tries to guess at, 
the more mistakes he will certainly make.  
  
That’s why, by page 22 of Goldman’s epic analysis, the only clear thought in our head was, “If making the 
right long-term investment decisions depends on figuring out whose 22-page analysis is right, and whose 
(with the opposite conclusions) is wrong, good luck to us!” 
  
Thankfully it doesn’t.  That is where the Golden Rule that “Principles Matter More than Analysis, 
Eventually” comes in.  Regarding the oil market (among many others) the principle which guides Outlook 
is:  “The Cycle Never Goes Away.”  Normal human behavior guarantees that downcycles must give way to 
upcycles, and vice versa, because people respond logically and sensibly to rising or falling prices, which 
eventually makes prices go the other way.  
  
The overwhelming two events in the oil market’s last decade have been: 
  

1. The 2014—2016 screaming cliff-dive by oil prices, from about $107 to about $26.  That’s been 
followed by a lurching, back-and-forth upcycle . . . because $26 was one of those market prices 
which can only be called “too silly for words.”  But what has not followed that plunge, yet, has 



been much of any return to exploration-and-production spending, to create oil supplies for the 
future . . . except in one place in the world:  the U.S. shale fields.  There will be a consequence to 
that crushed spending everywhere else in the world:  choked-off supply growth . . . 
eventually.  That points us at the second overwhelming event: 
  

2. America’s “shale miracle” of explosive oil production and rampant spending on developing shale 
fields.  The result of America’s shale boom has been a 6% to 8% boost in world oil production, 
courtesy of Texas, Oklahoma and North Dakota.  Without that boost, it’s quite reasonable to 
believe world oil prices would be in the $90 to $100 range by now, or more, because the rest of 
the world’s supply would have fallen well short of steadily-growing demand.  
  

For oil investors, like Outlook, who believe in the inevitability of cycles, the whole question today boils 
down to:  “How long can new oil from the “shale miracle” offset the tired stagnation of oil from 
everywhere else?” 
  
As usual, the answer is “Nobody can know for sure” (no matter how hard Goldman Sachs and its peers try 
to know.)  But “eventually” (there’s that word again!) it looks very likely to Outlook that a few things must 
happen: 
  

• World oil demand will keep up its steady growth, because $60 to $70 prices are affordable and 
because vast developing economies like China and India use steeply-climbing amounts of 
energy.  (That 22-page Goldman report, by the way, ended up confirming strong continuing 
demand in China.  We’ll take it on faith rather than wallow any longer in its details.) 

  
• Oil from the “shale miracle” must eventually decelerate and even fall, because shale’s natural 

“decline rates” of well production are fearfully steep, making shale companies feel like hamsters 
on a wheel, constantly spending rivers of money to replace those declines and create net 
growth.  Throughout the decade’s “miracle” the astonishing fact is that most shale firms have lost 
money pursuing that hamster strategy.  They’ve spent fortunes on drilling; they’ve produced a lot 
more oil; and they’ve made sharply less cash than they’ve earned.  That kind of thing happens a 
fair amount in America’s wild cowboy economy, and can go on an amazingly long time (see 
Tesla.)  But it always ends—because cash always rules, in the end.  

  
Those words “eventually” and “in the end” showed up again, didn’t they?  One of the toughest challenges 
for most investors is simply waiting for “eventually” to happen.  It’s considerably easier, though, when the 
waiting is done with exceptionally strong companies like Shell and Conoco, paying high and/or rising 
dividends and having no trouble coping with the wait for “eventually” to happen.  
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The remarks above aren’t a general recommendation to buy or sell particular securities.  Such decisions should only 
be made in the context of an investor’s own circumstances.  Stocks and bonds carry the risk of loss. 
 


